Introduction
Syntactic analyzer is an automated tool used in most of the natural language engineering resources. It is usually incorporated with most of the word processing systems. A lot of work has been done in grammatical error detection and correction, mainly in English language. Very little work has been done for Indian languages. Probably, Bangla grammar checker [ [8] , [29] are the only systems developed for Indian languages.
As the length of a sentence increases, it becomes difficult to syntactically analyze it. Therefore it becomes necessary to decrease the length of the sentence by splitting it into more than one sentences. Long sentence generally falls into category of compound sentences and complex sentences. Compound sentences are generally composed of two or more independent clauses and therefore can be split into more than one simple sentences depending upon the number of independent clauses present in the compound sentence. In most of the cases while performing the syntactic analysis on compound sentences, it becomes difficult to identify the boundary of independent clauses and hence syntactic analyzer may raise false alarm for such sentences. Therefore, it becomes essential to simplify the large sentence by reducing the length of the sentence.
Introduction to Machine learning
Machine learning can be defined as the field that provide the computer the capability to learn without being programmed. Sometimes it is called branch of Artificial Intelligence and generally both terms are used interchangeably. Machine learning has application in many areas including medical science [59] , finance [60] , query optimization, pattern recognition, healthcare sectors [61] [62] etc. It also plays an important role in Natural language processing especially in text processing, for identification of Part of speech tags, sentiment analysis, identification of entities etc. In NLP the ML technique can be expressed as model that can be used to generate other text from a given text i.e. paraphrasing [63] . It can also be used as set of instructions (algorithm) that can be used to extract useful information from the text like summarization system. Syntactic analysis of text is also one of the application of the ML.
Approaches Used For Syntactic Analysis
There are basically three approached used for grammar checking. [39] , LexSiS: Lexical Simplification for Spanish [46] etc. Generation approach used for automatic Induction of rules for text simplification [36] , simplification of Newspaper text to assist Aphasic reader [47] , text simplification for information seeking applications [37] , maintaining discourse when performing syntactic simplification [40] , splitting of long sentence after explanation generation [41] , developing an authoring tool which provides text simplification techniques whilst writing a document [43] , acquisition of syntactic simplification rules for French [48] , splitting of Vietnamese sentences for Vietnamese English machine translation [49] , automatic simplification of Bosque complex sentences using dependency tree [50] , sentence simplification to enhance multidocument summaries [42] , development of sentence simplification tool for children's stories in Italian [51] , simplification of Korean sentences for deaf readers [52] , direct manipulation of parse tree [53] , removing unnecessary parts of sentences [54] and Spanish sentence simplification [55] .
Proposed model
Compound sentences are composed of at least two independent clauses joined by coordinate conjunctions, comma or semicolon and these exists in fixed patterns [2] , [58] . For grammar checking of compound sentences, each clause is extracted from the sentence and grammar checking is performed on it. Since there may be two to any number of independent clauses present in compound sentences, therefore, researcher proposed divide and conquer model that can be used for grammar checking of compound sentences. In accordance with divide and conquer, the compound sentence is simplified by splitting it into individual clauses and then each individual clause undergoes error detection and correction mechanism. In this way, overall grammar checking process for compound sentences takes place in two steps; first step is to split the compound sentence into simple sentences and second step is to perform grammar checking on each simple sentence. For extracting the independent clauses from the compound sentence, the clause boundary of these clauses is identified in the similar way as in [56] and [57] . Researcher's system checks the errors in the sentence at phrase level, clause level and then at sentence level. For phrase level and clause level, rule based approach has been followed. For sentence level, this rule based approach has been extended to all the clauses of the sentence. The syntactic analysis in compound sentences takes place in three phases: 
Phase I
In this phase, style error at the sentence level is identified and rectified. This is done by analyzing the complete structure of the input compound sentence. Compound sentences have fixed patterns of structure [2] , [3] . An input compound sentence is matched against these fixed patterns. In order to match the input sentence against these patterns, a database containing all the possible patterns of compound sentences has been developed and stored in the form of regular expression.
Phase II
In the second phase, internal structure of compound sentences is analyzed for detection of errors. In the internal structure, errors at phrase level and then at clause level are detected and rectified. In order to perform error detection and correction at phrase and clause levels, each input compound sentence is simplified by splitting the sentence into independent clauses (simple sentences). This simplification of sentences is performed on the basis of clause boundary mark information [56] , [57] .
Phase III
To check the grammatical errors in simple sentences or in independent clauses of Punjabi sentences, 'government and binding' prevalent in Punjabi sentences has been studied. As per 'government and binding' prevalent, there exists a grammatical agreement between various components of a sentence like modifier and noun agreement, subject/object and verb agreement, noun and adjective agreement, noun phrase in oblique form before postposition etc. Also, as per government and binding, all the words present in an independent clause must grammatically agree with the head word of that clause. The head word of the clause is the first phrase head that is present in the noun phrase of the clause. Various types of errors detected and corrected by the system developed by the researcher has been listed in The algorithm used in the grammar checking of compound sentences is as following:
Algorithm: Error detection in compound sentences
Databases used: Error type.
Input: Incorrect simple sentence (independent clause obtained after simplification)
Output: Corrected simple sentence.
1. Get all the error type that have OnOff value set to 1, from the error type database sorted by the Priority field 2. Repeat steps 3 to 5 for current clause. The complete architecture of the above method with example has been shown in figure 2 . It is clear from figure 2 that the compound sentence is first simplified by splitting it at the conjunction and separating each independent clause. Then each independent clause is passed through grammar checking system where error detection and correction algorithm mention above is applied. 
Architecture Example

Error Covered
Various types of syntactic errors in an independent clause handled by researcher's system are listed in table 1. These errors are basically categorized into three classes; first is agreement error; second is postposition related errors and third is error due to order of words in noun and verb phrases. First column of the table represents the error category, second column represents the description of the grammatical mistake and third column shows the example containing incorrect and correct sentences related with the corresponding error shown in second column. English Translation: (Two fatty boys run+ing were and cop them chase + ing was) Two fatty boys were running and cop was chasing them Table 1 Each independent clause is checked for various grammatical errors. All these errors are detected in sequence as mention in table 1.
Result and discussion:
For testing the final module of syntactic analyzer for compound sentences, researcher first input the dummy test data. This dummy data contains the sentences having the errors for which the system is developed. After testing with dummy test data, real test data (data collected from hand written test papers by 6 th to 10 th standard students studying Punjabi as second language) and Hindi to Punjabi machine translated test data (http://h2p.learnpunjabi.org/) has been used to test the system. Number of sentences used from each type of data is mentioned in 
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Recall Precision F-Score Also the system will not work in case of compoundcomplex sentences because the complex sentences can not be easily split into dependent and independent clauses.
Comparison with the existing system
This system can be compared only partially with the existing system because the existing grammar checker for Punjabi language has been developed to check the grammar mainly for simple sentences whereas researcher's proposed system mainly deals with compound sentences. The existing Punjabi grammar checker system [8] 
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Conclusion and future scope
In this research author has developed a syntactic analyzer system for compound sentences of Punjabi language that shows an overall precision as 93. 
